
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH   LESSON VIII 

THE CATHOLIC COUNTER REFORMATION   ( 1540-1700) 

 

SPAIN AS A PREQUEL TO THE REFORMATION 

 

Luther's call to reform resonated everywhere in Europe except Spain 

This was no coincidence, since Spain had undergone its own Reformation beginning 

 in 1495. 

Some 20 yrs before Martin Luther, Queen Isabella, a devout Catholic, had encouraged 

Franciscan Cardinal Ximenez de Cisneros to reform the religious orders in Spain. 

Ximenez  proved to be an effective Reformer. His personal holiness and gift for 

organization facilitated many reforms that were later implemented in a much larger scale 

by giants like Charles Borromeo (details later) 

 

Ximenez likely influenced future saints Ignatius of Loyola, Teresa of Avila and John of  

the Cross. All three of those saints were pioneers in deep spirituality. Teresa and John of 

the Cross met fierce resistance from fellow Carmelites, but drawing on God's grace and 

deep humility, they eventually won over their Order. 

 

THE COUNCIL OF TRENT   1545-1563 

Because of ongoing conflict, the Council met only in the years 1545, 1546 and 1563 

 

IMPORTANT OUTCOMES OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT 

 

Against FAITH ALONE, affirmed Theological virtues of Faith, Hope and Love. 

Moreover, Love has to be expressed in acts of Charity in cooperation with God's Grace. 

see Matt 5:16,   1 Peter 2:12    James 2:17 and Matt 25:31-46 

 

Against SCRIPTURE ALONE, affirmed both Scripture and Apostolic Tradition 

(expressed in the Magisterium). The Bible calls the Church the pillar and foundation of 

Truth  (1 Tim 3:15). It was the Church that produced the New Testament, not the other 

way around 

 

Affirmed the Divine institution of the Sacraments, including the Priesthood.  

(See 1st lesson handout for scriptural references) 

 

About the Mass. Trent affirmed its sacrificial nature and standardized every aspect of it to 

make it uniform throughout the world 

 

The Sacrifice is NOT repeated. It is made present due to its eternal nature. It was a once 

for all time Sacrifice. Efficacious in the past, present and future for all eternity 

 

The Council was very successful because Popes finally became holy again. St Pius V 

being the most notable example. He was Pope during the Battle of Lepanto 
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The call to save the Church inspired an army of  holy people who used a variety of ways 

to bring souls back to the Faith: 

 

Holiness          (common denominator) 

Scholarship     (Jesuits) 

Gift for Organization      (St Charles Borromeo) 

Mysticism and spirituality     (St Teresa of Avila, St John of the Cross, St Ignatius) 

Adoption of local culture for the Faith   (Jesuits) 

 

                                                     JESUITS 

St Ignatius founded the Order in 1534 with six recruits from the University of Paris 

Ignatius, Francis Xavier and Peter Faber have been Canonized as saints 

 

The Counter Reformation Jesuits were noted for Holiness, willingness to undergo 

martyrdom and high scholarship abilities; particularly Mathematics and Astronomy 

Within 50 yrs of their founding, they had established over 140 colleges 

 

St Aloysius Gonzaga---died caring for epidemic victims in Rome (1591) 

St Robert Bellarmine---noted for scholarship. Wrote a complete treatise on Protestant 

and Catholic Controversies 

St Charles Borromeo---  Perhaps the most important Counter Reformer. 

Though he belonged to the Medici family, he chose God over wealth  

His reforms at the Diocese level stand to this day. Instituted the founding of  seminaries  

at each Diocese. Before him and Ximenez in Spain, there had been none 

introduced the threefold private confessional where the priest sits in the middle. Prior to 

that, parish priests rarely heard confession. Monastic orders were the specialists 

He Took personal responsibility for priests being good homilists 

 

 

EFFECTS OF ARMED CONFLICT 

 

When armed conflict broke out, it created an impact that can still be felt today 

There was brutality on both sides (The Sack of Rome, France and the Huguenots, the 

British in Ireland)…Generally the powerful dominant majority abused the minority 

The Thirty Years War (1618-1648) inflicted  most suffering on both sides (~30% died in 

Germany, either directly or indirectly due to that war) 

It began in Germany, but soon the entire continent was involved as princes took sides 

When it appeared that Catholics would regain all their losses, France decided to support 

the Protestants because it feared the power of the Catholic Emperor 

 

FINAL OUTCOMES 

 

At its peak in 1600, Protestantism included half of Europe, but by 1700, 80% of Europe 

was Catholic. Distrust and even hatred on both sides would last for centuries 



  

 


